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Images with the help of Median Filter
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Abstract:-Digital image processing include many factors like Image
enhancement, segmentation, object recognition, removal of noise and many
more. Noise removal is the one the hot area of image processing. Noise can
be minimized but cannot removed completely. Scientist and researchers has
established many filter, which can minimize the noise in the image and
enhance its quality. There are many types of noise and many type of filter for
the removal of noise. Many types of noise is used. To remove these types of
noises, 3 x 3 average filter is used in this paper and its efficiency is measured.
The simulations are performed on the MATLAB.
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1. Introduction

A big challenge for researchers for
Noise Removal in digital images
to gain best performance. Denoising of image is an essential
part of image reconstruction
process many techniques were
introduced to gain high ratio and
effective result. Noise may be
classified as substitutive noise, salt
and pepper noise, additive noise
like Gaussian noise and speckle

noise [1]. The important property
of image de-noising system is that
it should completely remove noise
with preserving edges. De-noise
the image before applying to
different applications an important
factor.

2. Filters
Filters are used to modify or
enhance the image. For example,
you can filter an image to
emphasize particular features to
reduce other features.
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The low pass filter in digital image
processing
(DIP),
can
be
represented as follows [1]
𝒂
(𝝎, 𝒌) =
D
𝒌
𝒂+

−𝒊𝝎

(i)
Where a is the cutoff parameter,
and the forward Fourier Kernel is
(−𝑖𝜔𝑡 + 𝑖𝑘𝑥 𝑥 +
defined
as
𝑖𝑘𝑧 𝑧). 1
In order to determine a, let us
suppose that the filter attenuates
wave amplitudes by a factor of β
(β ˂ 1) at the boundary of
propagating region 𝑘𝑥 𝑣⁄𝜔 = 1
that is
|𝑫(𝝎, 𝒌𝒛 )|𝒌𝒔𝒗=𝟏 = 𝜷
𝝎

(ii)
The cutoff parameter a,
equation(i) can be found as,
𝝎
𝒂= 𝟐 𝟎 ,
𝒗

of

𝟐

√( 𝟏 ) −𝟏
𝜷

3. Averaging Filter
It is easy to understand average
and mean filter, as these filters are
simple. It does the function of
smoothing of images (i.e lessening
the variations of sharpness
between two pixels) [2]. Average
filter replaces every single pixel
from the average of pixel in square
shaped window enclosing these
pixels. The greater window can
discard noise in a better way but
causing a blur or unfocused image.
Exp.
Is
𝒈(𝒎, 𝒏) =
𝑳
𝑳
∑𝒍=−𝑳 ∑𝒌=−𝑳 𝒉(𝒌, 𝒍)𝒔(𝒎 − 𝒌, 𝒏 −
𝒍)
(iv)

4. 3 X 3 Average
Filtering

(iii)
Where 𝜔0 is the dominant
frequency, the low pass DIPfiltered output Q is related to the
input P by
Q
=
D
P
(iv)

3X3 average filter is in the form of
a simple sliding-window, a
dimensional filter that substitutes
the center value with the average
of all the pixel(dot) values
included in the window. The
window can be of any shape but
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mostly it is a square. It is the most
famous and common lowpass
filter.
It upgrades the turbulent images,
smooth the common differences
and decreases the intensity. It
exchanges the value of pixel by the
representative vote of its 3x3
rectangular nearby region. It
doesn’t strain or filter and has to
avoid the boundary rows and
columns where just 6 or 4 (in the
edges) neighbors prevail.

reduce this kind of noise [3].
The PDF of (Bipolar) this known
as Salt & pepper noise

5. Image Noise
It is a normal variation (absent
from the object image) of color
and luster details in pictures. It is
mostly a feature of automated
sound. It can be formed by the
feeler and circuitry system of a
camera or a scanner.

6. Types of Noises
6.1

Salt-and-pepper
noise

A type of noise at times examined
on images. It is seen as scarcely
appearing pixels in white and
black. Median or a morphological
filter is an efficient method to

Figure1:- Salt and Pepper Noise
𝒑𝒂
𝒑(𝒛) = {𝒑𝒃
for z = a
𝟎
for z = b
otherwise
if b>a, gray-level b appears as a
light point in the image.
Contrariwise, level seems like a
dark point. If either p is zero, the
impulse noise is called a Unipolar.
Graph

6.2
PG

Gaussian noise
(z)

=

𝟏

𝒆
𝛔√𝟐𝛑

−(𝒛−𝝁)𝟐
𝟐𝝈𝟐

(v)
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In Digital Image Processing
Gaussian Noise can be removed by
Average Filter. To smooth the
image from undesirable outcomes
which blur the image [4].
Graph

Figure2: - Gaussian Noise
6.3

This noise can be seen apparently,
because of the statistical attributes
of electromagnetic waves, for
instance x-rays & the gamma rays.
The x-rays and gamma rays
discharged the number of photons
per unit time. A source is used to
insert these rays into patient’s
body in medical rays imaging
systems. Those sources have
unsystematic
variations
of
photons. Outcome of assembled
image has a spatial and secular
irregularity. This special noise is
also known as quantum (photon)
noise or shot noise. This noise
accepts the Poisson distribution
and it is given as

Local Variance

variance is defined as how values
Figure 4: - Speckle Noise Density
Function
are different from the average
values.
𝑬[𝑿𝟐 ] − (𝑬[𝑿])𝟐
(vi)
Instead of finding the variance for
the whole matrix, variance is
computed based on a small sliding
a window.
6.4
Poisson Noise

𝑷(𝒇(𝒑𝒊) ) = 𝒌) =

𝝀𝒌 𝒊𝒆

−𝝀

𝒌!

(vii)
The magnitude of shot noise
increases it, According to the
square root of the supposed
number of occurrence, such as the
electric current or light force. But
since the strength of the signal
itself increases this more rapidly,
the relative proportion of a shot
noise reduces and a signal to noise
ratio (considering only shot noise)
increases anyway.
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7.

System Model

Figure 3:- Poisson Waveform

6.5

Speckle Noise

It is multiplicative or repeated
noise. Their occurrence is seen in
consistent imaging system such as
laser, radar and acoustics etc.
Speckle noise can lie alike in an
image as Gaussian noise [5]. Its
probability
density
function
follows gamma distribution
−𝒈

𝑭(𝒈) =
(viii)

𝒈𝒂−𝟏 𝒆 𝒂
𝒂−𝟏!𝒂𝒂

Figure 5: System Model

De-noising of noised image is
simulated in this article. The first
step is an original image is taken.
The original is disturbed with
noise. The various types of noises
are added. Then an average filter
of 3x3 is used to normalize or
minimize the noise. After
minimizing the various noises, all
the results are compared. This
system model which depict the
working efficiency of average
filter to various noises. The block
diagram of system model is shown
in figure:
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8. Results: -

In this noise, it is typically
caused faulty dots in the sensors,
or timing errors in the digitization

but it is not mush fascinating for
removal of salt and pepper noise.
When this noise applied to an
image, might be the minimal
information lost.
It is a granular noise in any image

Figure 6: Average Filter on Speckle Noise

process. It is very clear, that 3x3
average filter is not removing salt
and pepper noise effectively, there
is some dots, that are showing the
presence of noise. Although it is
not upsetting the image quality,

Figure7:8: Average
on local
variance noise.
Figure
AverageFilter
Filter
on Poisson
Noise
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which make the picture rough and
effect its

9. Conclusion
In this research paper, various
noise models
are implemented to minimize. then
an average filter of 3x3 is used. it
is observed that average filter is
working more efficient
“salt & pepper” to remove other
noises, the filter type should be
changed.

Figure 9: Average
Gaussian Noise

Filter

on

wavelength. The speckle can also
represent some useful information
when it is linked by laser speckle.
This Filter also works with
Gaussian noise and continuous
detailed information is better than
the previous noises. According to
result 3X3 Average filter doesn’t
work properly on local variance
noise.
This result is better than the local
variances’ result. Because this
result is more better and noiseless.
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